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2015.9 Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda 
for Sustainable Development

2015.10 IFLA launched a new toolkit , “Libraries 
and the Implementation of the 2030 Agenda 

2016, IFLA launched the International Advocacy 
Program (IAP)



On August 26th 2018, 84th IFLA

Our vision, Our future, A strong and united library field 

powering literate, informed and participate societies.

Global Vision Report 

future vision for 
development 

two key findings 
10 highlights  

10 opportunities 



Greener, smarter and more inclusive
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strategically preserve the national document

resource and information

compile the national bibliography and Union

Catalogue

 provide information and reference services to

national legislation and decision-making level

 coordinate the preservation of ancient books

 conduct research on library development and

international exchanges and provide operational

guidance and technical support to other libraries

across the nation

Public Library Law



Inheriting the culture Serving the society



1、develop qualitatively the Chinese memories as well as world’s universal memories

• improve the collection development policy

• protect and preserve all the records which 

document the history and the creativity of the 

Chinese people as well as the studies about China

• ability in knowledge mining and resource 

revelation improve the status of the preservation 

and management of the massive digital resource 

and effective big data

•preserving and inheriting cultural heritage and 

the memories of humanity



2、support the national innovation development.

actively embrace the digital innovation trends and dedicate to learn so as to 

develop NLC’s creativity，flexibility and adaptability. promote innovative research 

and activities inspiring intelligence and creativity，launch challengeable and 

innovative programs with up-to-date knowledge



3、 promote free access to information and knowledge

further engaging in sustainable development goals and meeting the 
demands of the communities, popularizing the social education in 



4、lay out a full-scale library promotion and marketing scheme 

improve NLC’s social status and influence

carry out assessments on library’s social effect

development of library’s cultural and creative industry so as 
to enhance the industry value and boost contribution rate.



5、promote interlibrary partnership 

Push forward the 
cooperation with libraries 
worldwide, actively 
engage and promote the 
construction of library 
unions

partnership. proactively 

raise the voice of the 

library sector on the 

national, regional and 

international affairs 

further engage in 

cooperation and 

collaboration with the 

communities



thanks


